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William McFarlane (Incumbent)
Superior Township Supervisor
Democratic
williammcfarlane@superior-twp.org

1) What actions will you take (at the level of government you seek) to make
government more efficient? In what areas do you see the possibility for
increased consolidation, either of services or governmental units?
Superior Township has collaborated with Ann Arbor Township on the use
of the Sheriff Department contracted deputies. Superior Township also
has separate agreements with an apartment complex and Hospital to help
pay the cost of two deputies. In addition Ann Arbor Township and Superior
Township have an automatic response agreement for the fire service
responses.
2) Are there regulations (at the level of government you seek) that you can
identify as overly burdensome on small businesses? If so, how do you
propose to address this dynamic and if not, why not?
I do not believe we have burdensome regulations. In fact we promote the
development for the areas that are zoned. A good example is the Hyundai
Research and Development complex where we created an LDFA to help
with a Tiffa for an electrical problem.
3) Studies have shown the connections between individual levels of
educational attainment and overall economic growth and success. What
actions will you take in support of broadening educational access and
effectiveness, leading to economic growth for our region?
No Response
4) Transit has been recently debated at various levels of government
throughout our region. What transit policies will you pursue or oppose in
the office you seek?
No Response
5) At the level of office you seek, what actions should government take or not
take in terms of infrastructure development? Do you believe that the
current levels of investment are sufficient, insufficient or excessive?
No Response
6) As energy costs increase along with environmental concerns, what policies
have you proposed and what policies should we pursue at the national,

state or local level to ensure that businesses have affordable and stable
energy costs that balance environmental impacts?
No Response

